Fill in the blanks with other, others or another.

1. He has bought .................................. home.
   other
   others
   another

2. Where are the ........................................?
   other
   others
   another

3. Show me the ......................................... hand?
   other
   another
   others

4. Can I have ........................................ cup of coffee?
   other
   others
   another
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5. We must love one ........................................
   other
   another

6. The two brothers love each ...................................
   other
   another
   others

7. I can't find the ........................................... photos.
   other
   others
   another

8. Raju has arrived but the ..................................... haven't.
   other
   others
   another
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9. You won't get ........................................... chance.

other
another
others

10. Do you have any ........................................ colors?

other
others
another

11. You can take this. I will take the ................................... one.

other
others
another

12. You should water the plants every ........................................ day.

other
others
another
Another, Other And Others

Answers

1. He has bought another home.

2. Where are the others?

3. Show me the other hand?

4. Can I have another cup of coffee?

5. We must love one another.

6. The two brothers love each other.

7. I can’t find the other photos.

8. Raju has arrived but the others haven’t.

9. You won’t get another chance.

10. Do you have any other colors?

11. You can take this. I will take the other one.

12. You should water the plants every other day.